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Negative differential conductance (NDC), characterized by the decreasing current 
with increasing voltage, has attracted continuous attention for its various novel 
applications. The NDC typically exists in a certain range of bias voltages for a 
selected system and controlling the regions of NDC in curves of current versus 
voltage (I-V) is experimentally challenging. Here, we demonstrate an unusual 
magnetic-field-controlled NDC in graphene npn junction resonators. The 
magnetic field not only can switch on and off the NDC, but also can continuously 
tune the regions of the NDC in the I-V curves. In the graphene npn junction 
resonators, magnetic fields generate sharp and pronounced Landau-level peaks 
with the help of the Klein tunneling of massless Dirac fermions. A tip of scanning 
tunneling microscope induces a relatively shift of the Landau levels in graphene 
beneath the tip. Tunneling between the misaligned Landau levels results in the 








The Klein tunneling, as one of the most fantastic properties in graphene, describes 
an unusual anisotropic transmission of the massless Dirac fermions across p-n junctions 
in graphene1-6. Because of this unique property, p-n junctions in graphene can be used 
to manipulate electron refraction and transmission like photons and, therefore, they 
become essential building blocks in quantum electron optics based on graphene7-15. In 
the past few years, npn junctions have been introduced in continuous graphene sheets 
as electron resonators and the massless Dirac fermions of graphene are temporarily 
trapped to form quasibound states inside the resonators because of the Klein 
tunneling16-21. By introducing a small perpendicular magnetic field on the order of 0.1 
T, it was demonstrated very recently that the Berry phase can be switched on and off 
and, consequently, there is a sudden and large change in the energy of angular-
momentum states in graphene npn junction resonators22. Such a result indicates that 
many exotic phenomena are expected to be uncovered in the graphene npn junction 
resonators under magnetic fields.  
In this work, we report an unusual phenomenon, magnetic-field-controlled negative 
differential conductance (NDC), in the graphene npn junction resonators in the presence 
of large magnetic fields. The NDC, which is the phenomenon of decreasing current 
with increasing voltage, usually exists in certain regions of bias voltages in the current-
voltage (I-V) curves23-32. For a selected system, it is experimentally challenging to tune 
the regions of bias voltages where the NDC occurs. In our experiment, a large 
perpendicular magnetic field generates quite sharp and pronounced Landau-level peaks 
with the help of electron confinement of the graphene npn junction resonators. The tip 
of scanning tunneling microscope (STM) induces a local potential in graphene beneath 
the tip, which results in a relatively shift of the Landau levels (LLs). Tunneling between 
the misaligned LLs leads to a strong NDC accompanying the LLs in scanning tunneling 
spectroscopy (STS) spectra. Since the magnetic field controls both the Landau 
quantization and the energy positions of the LLs in graphene, therefore, we can use the 
magnetic field not only to switch on and off the NDC but also to continuously tune the 
regions of the NDC in the spectra.     
In our experiment, graphene systems were synthesized by chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) on Rh foils (see Supplementary Fig. S1 for details of sample preparation) and 
we have demonstrated previously that the adjacent graphene sheets grown on Rh foils 
have a strong twisting tendency33-35. Usually, the topmost graphene monolayer 
electronically decouples from underlying graphene sheets and behaves as free-standing 
graphene monolayer due to the existence of large twist angles34-37. Figure 1 shows 
representative STM images and STS (dI/dV-V) spectra of a graphene npn junction 
studied in this work (see Supplementary Fig. S2 for a large STM image of the graphene 
on Rh foil and Supplementary Fig. S3 for more STS spectra). According to the high-
field spectra shown in Fig. 1c, two important results about the sample can be obtained. 
First, the topmost graphene monolayer electronically decouples from the supporting 
substrate. We observed well-defined Landau quantization of massless Dirac fermions35-
39: the observed Landau level (LL) energies depend linearly on the square root of both 
level index n and magnetic field B, as expected to be observed in free-standing graphene 
monolayer (see Supplementary Fig. S4 for detail of analysis). Such a result 
demonstrated explicitly that the topmost graphene monolayer behaves as free-standing 
graphene monolayer. Second, the electronic doping in the topmost graphene monolayer 
is inhomogeneous because different charge transfers from the substrate18,19,40,41. The 
zero (n = 0) LL directly reflect the charge neutrality point (Dirac point) of the graphene 
monolayer. According to the result in Fig. 1c, the center of the studied region (Fig. 1a) 
is p-doped (the Dirac point is about 30 meV above the Fermi level), and the rest is n-
doped (the Dirac point is about 20 meV below the Fermi level), as schematically shown 
in Fig. 1d. Based on the high-field STS measurements, we can explicitly identify 
boundaries of the p-doped region in the graphene npn junction (the dashed lines in Fig. 
1a). 
Although the potential barrier across the npn junction is only about 50 meV (Fig. 1c), 
it results in quite different electronic properties (STS spectra) between the p-doped 
region and the n-doped region. One obvious difference between the STS spectra 
recorded in the two different regions is the intensity asymmetry between the states 
above the Dirac point and that below the Dirac point. In the p-doped region, the 
intensity of states below the Dirac point is much stronger than that above the Dirac 
point in the spectra recorded both in zero magnetic field (Fig. 1b) and in the presence 
of high magnetic fields (Fig. 1c). Whereas, we observed the opposite case in the n-
doped region. Such a result is reasonable because that charge carriers below the Dirac 
point can be temporarily trapped inside the p-doped region to form quasibound states 
in the graphene npn junction, which could enhance the intensity of states below the 
Dirac point in the p-doped region16-21. Additionally, such an effect may become more 
remarkable due to the Landau quantization effect. Then the lifetime of the quasiparticles 
is much increased and, consequently, we observed sharp and pronounced LL peaks 
below the Dirac point in the p-doped region, as shown in Fig. 1c.  
The primary difference between the STS spectra recorded in the two different regions 
is the emergence of NDC in the p-doped region, whereas not in the n-doped region (Fig. 
1c). To clearly show this primary difference, we plot two representative STS spectra 
recorded at 6 T in the two different regions in Fig. 2a. Obviously, there are four regions 
of strong NDC accompanying four sharp and pronounced LLs (n = 0, -1, -2, -3) in the 
spectrum recorded in the p-doped region. The characteristic decreasing current with 
increasing bias voltage of the NDC could also be clearly identified in the I-V curve 
recorded in the p-doped region (the upper panel of Fig. 2b). However, we cannot detect 
any signature of NDC in the spectra recorded in the n-doped region. In Fig. 2c, we show 
an energy-fixed STS mapping recorded at a bias voltage in a region that the NDC occurs, 
which directly reflects the positions where we can observe the NDC in real space (see 
Supplementary Fig. S5 for more STS mapping at other bias voltage). Such a 
measurement demonstrated explicitly that the observed NDC is closely related to the p-
doped region in the graphene npn junction. Similar result was also obtained in several 
different graphene npn junctions in our experiment (see Supplementary Fig. S6 for 
more experimental data), indicating that the NDC is a general and robust feature in the 
p-doped regions of the graphene npn junctions in the presence of high magnetic fields.  
To further explore the origin of the NDC, we measured Landau quantization in the 
p-doped region with different magnetic fields (see Supplementary Fig. S4 for the STS 
spectra). The regions of the NDC always accompany the sharp and pronounced LLs of 
the STS spectra in the p-doped region. Figure 3a shows the evolution of the series of 
NDC as a function of magnetic field. Each panel of the indicated magnetic field consists 
of 10 STS spectra acquired at different positions of the p-doped region in Fig. 1a. The 
STS intensity is shown in a color scale and we only show the tunneling conductance 
below zero to emphasize the NDC. Obviously, the spectra recorded at different 
positions are reproducible and the NDC can be controlled by the magnetic field. 
Actually, the series of the NDC show the same dependence as the LLs on the magnetic 
field, strongly suggesting those LLs as source of the observed NDC. In our experiment, 
only the sharp and pronounced LLs lead to the NDC (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). To clearly show 
the close relationship between the sharp and pronounced LLs and the NDC, we 
summarize the ratios h/d for different LLs measured at different magnetic fields in the 
p-doped region and the n-doped region in Fig. 3b. Here h is the height of the LLs and 
d is the full width at half maximum of the LLs in the STS spectra, as defined in Fig. 2a. 
Obviously, the NDC can only be observed accompanying the LLs with large values of 
the ratio h/d (above the dashed line in Fig. 3b), i.e., the LLs that are sharp and 
pronounced in the spectra. As a consequence, the NDC can only be observed in the p-
doped region of the graphene npn junction. 
The vital role of the sharp and pronounced LLs in the emergence of the NDC is also 
confirmed in our theoretical calculations. Our analysis and simulation demonstrate that 
the observed NDC arises from tunneling between slightly misaligned LLs with large 
values of the ratio h/d. In our experiment, the STM tip was not only used to probe the 
local density-of-state (LDOS) of the graphene, but also as source of electrostatic 
potential to gate electronic states of the sample beneath the tip16,20,22, as schematically 
shown in Fig. 4a. In the presence of perpendicular magnetic fields, the Hamiltonian of 
a graphene region locally beneath the STM tip can be written as  𝐻𝑄𝐷 =
∑ (𝜖𝑖 + 𝛼𝑒𝑉)𝑐𝑖
+𝑐𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=−𝑁 . Here, the 𝜖𝑖 represents the energies of the LLs in the p-doped 
region, 𝛼𝑒𝑉 describes the energy shift of the LLs induced by the bias of the STM tip 
V (the factor 𝛼 is the tip lever arm), and 𝑐𝑖
+ and 𝑐𝑖 are the creation and annihilation 
operators (see Supplementary materials for detail of calculation). The electrons inject 
from the STM tip into the graphene region beneath the tip should tunnel to the 
surrounding bulk LLs. In such a case, the variation of the current of the STM tip with 
respect to the change of the voltage bias should be expressed as  
 𝐼(𝑉 + 𝑑𝑉) − 𝐼(𝑉) =
𝑒
ℎ
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.    (1) 
Here T(E,V) is the transmission coefficient from STM tip to the sample. Then we 













.    (2) 
The first term in Eq. (2) is the conventional differential tunneling conductance, which 
is proportional to the realistic LDOS of the sample. Therefore, we still can observe 
LDOS of the LLs peaks in the STS spectra, as shown in Figs. 1-3. The second term 
involve the variations of the transmission coefficient in the energy region 
[𝐸𝐹 , 𝐸𝐹 + 𝑒𝑉]. Due to the formation of sharp and pronounced LLs in high magnetic 
fields, the LDOS changes sharply by varying the energy E. When the LLs in the 
graphene region beneath the tip and that of surrounding bulk become misaligned with 
increasing V (as schematically shown in Fig. 4b), the transmission coefficient 𝑇 
decreases in the region [𝐸𝐹 , 𝐸𝐹 + 𝑒𝑉]. As a consequence, the second term of Eq. (2) 
becomes negative, which could lead to a strong NDC in the spectra when 𝑇(𝐸𝐹 + eV) 
in the first term approaches zero. Figure 4c and Fig. 4d show the representative I-V 
curve and dI/dV-V spectrum calculated according to the Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), 
respectively. In the simulation, the height and the full width at half maximum of the 
LLs obtained in our experimental STS spectra are taking into account (see 
Supplementary for details of model, numerical methods and parameters). Obviously, 
the main features of our experimental results are well reproduced in our calculation, as 
shown in Fig. 4c-4e. The existence of sharp and pronounced LLs and the tip-induced 
energy shift of the LLs beneath the tip are the two key reasons for the emergence of the 
NDC. In our experiment, we can use the magnetic field to control both the Landau 
quantization and the energy positions of the LLs in graphene monolayer. Consequently, 
we can switch on and off the NDC and continuously tune the regions of the NDC in the 
spectra simply by using the magnetic field. 
  In summary, we realized magnetic-field-controlled NDC in graphene npn junction 
resonators. Electron confinement in the graphene npn junctions helps to generate sharp 
and pronounced LLs in the presence of large magnetic fields. The tip-induced 
electrostatic potential leads to misalignment between the sharp and pronounced LLs of 
the graphene region beneath the STM tip and that of the surrounding bulk. Tunneling 
between the misaligned LLs results in the observed strong NDC. Our experiment 
explicitly demonstrated that we can use the magnetic field to switch on and off the NDC 
and to continuously tune the regions of the NDC in the spectra. This result is not only 
very important in understanding exotic phenomena of the graphene npn junction 
resonators in the presence of magnetic fields, but also in potential applications of 
advanced nanoelectronics.  
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 Fig. 1. STM and STS measurements of a graphene npn junction resonator. a. A 40 
nm × 40 nm STM image of the graphene npn junction on Rh foil (Vsample = 400 mV and 
I = 0.3 nA). Scale bar: 5 nm. The color bar above shows the height fluctuation of this 
area and the two white dashed lines separate the studied area into three different regions. 
Inset: atomic-resolution STM image of the p-doped region showing hexagonal 
graphene lattices. b. The dI/dV-V spectra acquired from the three different regions of 
panel a (marked by solid circles with different colors) in zero magnetic field. c. STS 
map recorded along the grey dashed arrow in panel a in the presence of magnetic field 
6 T. The LL indexes are marked. d. Schematic image for the npn junction of graphene 
monolayer in panel a under magnetic field 6 T. The grey dashed line marks the position 
of the Fermi level and the black solid line marks the potential barrier of the npn junction. 
 
 Fig. 2. Strong NDC in the spectra recorded in the p-doped region. a. The dI/dV-V 
spectra recorded in the p-doped region and the n-doped region in the presence of 
magnetic field of 6 T. The LL indexes are marked and the grey dashed lines mark the 
position of zero tunneling conductance. b. The corresponding I-V spectra acquired in 
the p-doped region and the n-doped region. c. Upper panel: STS map recorded in the 
npn junction of graphene monolayer at the fixed sample bias -90 mV (I = 0.3 nA) in the 
presence of magnetic field of 6 T. Scale bar: 5 nm. The white dashed lines mark the 
boundaries of the p-doped region in the npn junction. The color bar corresponds to the 
value of the differential tunneling conductance. Lower panel: the profile line across the 






 FIG. 3. The observed NDC in the p-doped region as a function of magnetic field. 
a. Experimental result of the NDC recorded in the p-doped region as a function of 
magnetic field. Each panel of a fixed magnetic field contains ten typical spectra 
measured at different positions in the p-doped region. The horizontal axis for all panels 
is the sample bias voltage and the intensity of the NDC is shown in a color scale. Here 
we only show the tunneling conductance below zero of the STS spectra to emphasize 
the NDC. b. We summarize the ratios h/d for different LLs measured at different 
magnetic fields in the p-doped region and the n-doped region. Here h is the height of 
the LLs and d is the full width at half maximum of the LLs in the STS spectra, as defined 
in Fig. 2a. For those LLs with value of the ratio h/d above the dashed lines, we can 
observe the NDC accompanying them. This indicates that the sharp and pronounced 




 FIG. 4. Theoretical calculation of the magnetic-field-controlled NDC in graphene 
monolayer. a. Sketch of the experiment. The graphene monolayer is divided into two 
regions: one is the graphene region beneath the STM tip (region II), the other is the 
surrounding graphene region (region I). b. Schematic images showing relative positions 
of the LLs in the region I and region II. The Landau level indexes and the position of 
the Fermi level 𝐸𝐹 are marked. c. The theoretical I-V curve calculated according to Eq. 
(1) in the presence of magnetic field of 6 T. d. The corresponding theoretical dI/dV-V 
spectrum calculated according to Eq. (2) with the external magnetic field of 6 T. The 
grey dashed line marks the position of zero tunneling conductance. e. Theoretical 
calculated NDC as a function of magnetic field. The horizontal axis for all panels is the 
sample bias voltage and the intensity of the NDC is shown in a color scale. 
 
